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Fast Charging delivered: Juice up your devices
fast with 45 watts of hi-speed charging with
power delivery. It can charge iPhone 14 from 0%
to 50% in 30  minutes. Max output of 45 W can be
achieved over single connections.
Dual Ports: The type C fast charger has 2 type C
ports, when charging multiple devices the output
is split into 25 watts and 20 watts PD fast
charging.

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹2,999.00 Original price was: ₹2,999.00.₹
1,725.00Current price is: ₹1,725.00. ₹2,035.50 : Price
incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Electronic Products, Adapter Charger

Product Description

PORTRONICS ADAPTO 4 DUAL PARTS HIGH POWER PD CHARGER
Fast Charging delivered: Juice up your devices fast with 45 watts of hi-speed charging
with power delivery. It can charge iPhone 14 from 0% to 50% in 30  minutes. Max output of
45 W can be achieved over single connections.
Dual Ports: The type C fast charger has 2 type C ports, when charging multiple devices
the output is split into 25 watts and 20 watts PD fast charging.
PPS safe: The Portronics adapter has PPS( Programmable Power Supply) the type C
charger modifies voltage and current by feeding maximum power based on a device's
charging status.
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Effortless Compatibility: Adapto 4 is compatible with smartphones, tablets,
smartwatches, TWS earbuds and neckbands of iOS and Android devices. When in need of
fast charging call upon Adapto 4.
Supports Laptop Charging: The type C charger for Android and iOS devices can also
charge MacBooks with Type C ports like MacBook Pro 2016, later MacBook Air introduced
in 2018 or later MacBook introduced in 2015 or later.
Minimal design: A minimal design that fits all backpacks and pockets and the 45-watt
fast adapter comes with a 60-watt C to C cable that bridges power efficiently between the
charger and device.
12 Months Warranty

Click Here : Brand ALECT is a renowned bag manufacturer that offers a wide range of
customized bags, including backpacks, laptop bags, gym bags, duffel bags, and more. Their
products are crafted with utmost care and precision to ensure superior quality and customer
satisfaction.
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